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The Beggarstaff Posters: The Work of James Pryde and William Nicholson [Colin Campbell] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Colin Campbell's definitive study of the collaborative
work of James Pryde and William Nicholson is illustrated with 12 color plates and 65 black and white illustrations.

Since this book was commenced as the companion, rather than the rival, of that of M. Maindron, English
designers of the poster have multiplied in a degree altogether phenomenal. Up to the time in question, as we
have already seen, the English artist who attempted the poster was exceptional. The famine, which was
prevalent only a year or two ago, has become the abundance of today, so that where one expected a dearth of
subject matter, one has in fact: It seems to me that, apart from the English pioneers, whom we have already
considered, the brothers Beggarstaff, in reality Messrs. Pryde and Simpson, two young artists, are entitled to
the first place among the makers of the English artistic poster. They have best appreciated the essence of their
business: The admirable art of the Beggarstaffs is, up to now, infrequently met with. They are at once striking
and artistic; they cry their wares well, and they are a delight to the eyes. The lettering in the Harper poster is
beyond all praise. Of its kind, it is the most beautiful English lettering of which I know. If each "Nobody" is
not rapidly converted into "Somebody," the various manufacturers and proprietors of the articles mentioned
above must be very stupid people. It seems to me that the Beggarstaffs have few serious rivals in England, and
not very many in France. The impression created by their designs on Frenchmen, who are past masters in the
art of the hoarding, is most favourable. It will be remembered that when Mr. Sickert took it into his head to
depict the Sisters Lloyd in their music-hall habit, the critics fell out greatly. Even the young ladies in question
had, it is. They had, it is true, the recompense of advertisement, and that, to a music-hall singer, is a very sweet
recompense. It was characteristic of Mr. Sickert that he should go to the music-halls for a subject. Sickert is
not the only one of the members of this club who have made an essay in the latest form of applied art. Anning
Bell, and Mr. Wilson Steer are amongst those of his colleagues who have done the same thing. It is calculated
to make a good advertisement, and one can only hope soon to meet with it on the hoardings. As an
impressionist painter of talent, Mr. Wilson Steer is as well known as Mr. A "New English Art Club"
Exhibition without his work would be one which lacked a most characteristic feature. Steer gave us an
opportunity of appreciating his talent as a painter by organizing a show of his own work. To advertise this he
did a poster, which was excellent of its kind, and is in consequence very rare. It leans, it seems to me, towards
Pre-Raphaelitism rather than towards Impressionism. An artist who has certainly sat at the feet of Mr. To
advertise several exhibitions of his paintings, he has invented at least three posters, which certainly do not lack
the merit of originality. He has abstained from the frivolous girl and grotesque man. The "France," the
"Venice," and the "India" are in their way considerable achievements in dainty design and quiet and
harmonious colour. Menpes, by being intentionally simple, has arrived at notable conspicuity. Nothing more
opposite to the fastidious productions of Mr. Menpes could be conceived than the vigorous poster by Mr.
Lockhart Bogle advertising a Scottish Athletic Gathering, held in This is a large lithograph, consisting of a
single figure of a Highlander, which, if not remarkably beautiful, is drawn with vigour and with no small
accuracy. Brangwyn is one of those English painters of whom we are entitled to be proud. His directness, the
audacity of his impressionism, the splendour if sometimes ill-considered of his colour schemes, cannot be
passed over even by those who have slight sympathy with his method. That, if so inclined, he would produce a
poster at once startling and artistic is not to be denied. The one which he has already designed to advertise an
exhibition of South African pictures by himself and Mr. William Hunt, held at the Japanese Gallery, is
certainly by no means worthy his remarkable talent, and one trusts that he will cease for a moment from
painting pictures and produce a poster which shall be memorable in the history of the affiche in England. In
this exhibition his pictures ranged from a large study of Mr. Clive as "Hamlet" to slight but beautiful studies of
Venice under various atmospheric conditions. In his poster work, of which at present little has been seen, Mr.
Richards shows that, to some extent, he is under the influence of Mr. Richards, no less than Mr. Hardy, is
undeniably up to date, and his work is really effective. Among the most recent additions to the ranks of our
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popular illustrators is Mr. One meets with his work everywhere; in "To-Day" and in the short lived "Unicorn.
Baumer has certainly still to make his mark as a poster designer. The Artistic Supply Company, who are
paying special attention to the pictorial poster, have already produced a dainty little affiche by him. It may be
noted here that the company in question have arranged with some of the most eminent English designers for
the reproduction of artistic posters, and that several, which illustrate these pages, do so only on account of
their permission most generously given. Among other services which the comic journal "Pick-Me-Up" has
rendered to the artistic public is the extremely important one of emphasizing, and giving a congenial outlet to,
the remarkable talent of Mr. From almost the first, his connection with the journal in question has been a very
intimate one. Hardly a number is without a specimen of his powerful drawing and his gift of comic invention.
While suggesting, in the best sense, the style of the incomparable Charles Keene, Mr. It would have been
strange if this very modern artist had not produced pictorial posters: His small bills for "Pick-Me-Up" are
vigorous in drawing, bold in colour, and of a pleasant fantasy. They only measure twenty by thirty inches, but
they are very telling. Another accomplished member of the staff of "Pick-Me-Up," Mr. Edgar Wilson, has
designed a bill for the recently defunct journal, "The Unicorn. Reginald Cleaver, whose sketches of scenes in
the House of Commons created so favourable an impression in "The Daily Graphic," has not yet, I believe,
deliberately produced a pictorial poster; but one of his drawings, reproduced on a large scale, lends itself well
enough to the purposes of mural advertisement. Sydney Adamson, the art editor of "To-day" and "The Idler,"
has done a bill which, when it is seen, will be held, I have small doubt, a very striking performance. It is
happily conceived and boldly executed, and should make a striking patch of colour on the hoardings. Merely
to chronicle the names of the innumerable Wilsons who are producing pictures would take quite a
considerable space. It may be noted in passing that, like Edgar of that name, Mr. Wilson has also attempted an
affiche. Among others who have designed posters which have yet to be seen on the hoardings are Mr.
Townsend, whose black and white work one meets everywhere, Mr. Roche, a prominent member of the
Glasgow School, and one of the greatest living English artists, Mr. Phil May is not the only "Punch" man who
has been seized with the prevailing mania for the production of posters, His colleague, Mr. Bernard Partridge,
has already designed one which is reproduced in these pages. Partridge with dainty and idyllic work rather
than with work which is vigorous, but his first essay in the poster seems to me to be very promising. Bernard
Partridge as possible. His pictures might be by a clever member of the young French School who.
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2: Beggarstaffs - Wikipedia
The Beggarstaffs, otherwise J. & W. Beggarstaff, was the pseudonym used by the British artists William Nicholson and
James Pryde for their collaborative partnership in the design of posters and other graphic work between and

The Mucha Foundation Alphonse Mucha â€” Mucha was a Czech painter who moved to Paris and found
instant fame after illustrating a theater poster for the renowned actress, Sarah Bernhardt , in A brilliant series
of lithographic prints followed. He was well known for his exaggeratedly abundant hair which exemplified the
Art Nouveau style. Try to see his work in person, the gold inks, the colors, the execution, will floor you. It
combines his art, his deep religious faith and his interest in symbolism and the occult. There is something
really spooky yet calming about this work, see it all here. Privat-Livemont â€” Belgium poster designer
Privat-Livemont combined the romance of the Pre-Raphaelites and the sensuous style of Art Nouveau with the
line and color of Japanese ukiyo-e prints. See the above image larger at a terrific on-line archive of posters
from â€” at Lawrence University. Note the swimmer, her costume, her "companions," and the size of the
casino being promoted. After short stints studying under a miniaturist painter and at the Cowles School in
Boston, Ms. Reed was well on her way to an active career as an illustrator and designer by the age of She is
best known for her posters and book covers, influenced by the art nouveau style of her period. A beauty with a
bohemian bent, Ms. Reed often posed in elaborate costumes for photographers and artists. Reportedly fleeing
a failed engagement, she left for England where she quickly established a high profile career of freelance
illustration for clients including the Yellow Book. Her work was reproduced and favorably reviewed in The
Studio magazine. She is often referred to as the first important woman graphic designer. Unfortunately
documentation about her stops after a few years, leaving only speculation about the end of her life. Quite the
opposite, American women wore high collars and were chaste, sporty and independent. Available to read here.
Shown above is his only poster design, an abstracted design of egg whites being mechanically separated from
egg yolksâ€”one element of a comprehensive design program he created for the Tropon food company. See
his later work here. Beggarstaff Brothers The English Beggarstaff Brothers were actually William Nicholson
â€” and James Pryde â€” , brothers-in-law, who used a pseudonym to protect their careers as fine art painters.
Their commercial work was characterized by stripped down simplicity, abstracted imagery and simple sans
serif type. Practicality was one factor behind their reductive style. The producer was surprised by the lack of
color, but paid them. Nicholson stenciled the design onto brown paper for copies to appear around the country.
Upon realizing that the cigar and table accoutrements were upstaging the matches, Bernhard began reducing
the elementsâ€”not stopping until only two elements remained, matches and the name of the manufacturer.
The unusual stark design attracted the attention of one of the judges who convinced the jury to select it as the
winner. By his early thirties his studio totaled 30 employees. His hand lettered type was copied by type
manufacturers which prompted Bernhard to get into type design. After World War Two, the Sachplakat
reached new heights in Switzerland where the extreme realism appealed to the Swiss sense of precision. The
poster was a drawing of a life-size coat with wool fibers, silk lining and PKZ label so realistic that most
viewers assumed it was a photograph. Aside from the label, the poster had no text.
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3: off the wall (poster designer 2 (frank newbould))
The Beggarstaffs (Sir William Nicholson, English, & James Pryde, Scottish, ) Under the pseudonym, they virtually
created the modern poster, with clear outlines and large areas of flat colour.

Newbould worked extensively for the London and North Eastern Railway and for other clients. Newbould
died on 25th December His father was a successful chemist and pharmacist in the town. At the end of the s,
they proposed a form of radical simplification in poster design based on paper cut-outs and the stencil shapes
of provincial jobbing sign-writers. The visual simplifications evident in their poster designs provided for a
dramatic and exciting contrast to the over-elaboration of the prevailing styles. The Beggarstaff designs were,
however, too radical for the tastes of most commercial advertising agents and their proposals remained, for the
most, unrealised. However, their designs were especially influential in Germany and Britain. This provided for
a simple over-sized and hand-drawn image of the product with brand name, all rendered in few colours. This
type of advertising was applied to a wide variety of consumer products from shoes, to lamp bulbs, spark plugs
and typewriters. The most significant artist associated with this style of poster design was Lucien Bernhard. In
Britain, the influence of the Beggarstaff Brother designs took longer to manifest itself and did so in a more
complex way. The flat-colour work of poster designers at the end of the 19C Dudley Hardy for example was
mostly influenced by the legacy of Japanese woodcut prints and a taste for sophisticated aestheticism. In
relation to the pictorial poster in Britain, these influences were, peculiarly, most clearly seen in the
large-format railway poster. Frank Newbould attended Bradford School of Art before gaining employment in
the offices of a local printer. In he moved to London to establish himself as a poster designer. London and
North Eastern Railway The Railways Grouping Act, , provided for the consolidation of over railway
companies into four large geographical groups. By far the largest of these was the London Midland and
Scottish Railway. The railway provided services between London and Liverpool, and up to Glasgow and
beyond. Railway grouping provided for competition between east-coast and west-coast mainlines to Scotland.
The London and North Eastern Railway, serving Edinburgh, was quick to recruit a number of exceptional
poster designers to promote its services. Acting on behalf of the railway company, Teasdale was an important
patron during the s and s. Teasdale was conscious of the full the scale and scope of the railway organisation
and was adept at identifying themes and images that could become identified with the service provided. The
patronage of Teasdale, and his successor Cecil Dandridge was, from the start, recognised as progressive,
enlightened and effective. In , Teasdale invited his five most prominent poster designers to work exclusively
for the railway. In addition, Teasdale guaranteed an annual level of fee income for each of the artists.
Newbould was initially contracted to produce 5 posters per year for a fee of GBP. This was less than the
contracts given to Purvis and Taylor. Newbould was able to work in the tradition of flat-colour simplification
and to position himself somewhere between Tom Purvis and Fred Taylor. Teasdale and Dandridge were
careful to allow each of these artists to develop their own distinctive style. In general Newbould produced
designs for the Yorkshire coat and its resorts. His designs were distinguished by the bold use of flat colour and
for a surrealistic sense of humour. Games was the official poster designer to the war office and was
responsible for the graphic communications aimed at army servicemen and women. As the war progressed,
there was an ever-increasing need for effective graphic communication. Newbould was appointed to assist
Games in Accordingly, Games chose the progressive themes of housing, health and education. Newbould
worked around the themes of landscape and people as understood through place and tradition. His posters
showed the South Downs, Salisbury Cathedral, village life and the fun fair. Frank Newbould died on 25th
December, His wife, Jane, pre-deceased him in
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This list includes the 22 known designs created by James Pryde and William Nicholson, when collaborating as 'J. & W.
Beggarstaff.' Works created outside of this scope have been omitted. Both artists were more than 'posterists' â€” before,
during and after their brief partnership, they both were painters and printmakers.

The partnership[ edit ] Portrait Study of W. He met her elder brother James, who was also an artist, at about
the same time. In , Nicholson and Prydie eloped and were secretly married at Ruislip on 25 April. They went
to live in what had been a pub , the Eight Bells at Denham , Bucks. James Pryde soon visited them, and stayed
for almost two years. In the summer of Craig was preparing to go on tour with the Shakespearean Company of
W. It was their first collaboration. The initial design was made partly by collage , the hair and clothing of
Craig as Hamlet cut from plain black paper; the life-sized figure in the printed version used to publicise the
play was stencilled on brown wrapping-paper by Nicholson, with some details added by hand. No copy of the
theatrical poster used to publicise the play is known to survive, but its appearance is known from its
publication in Pan in February , on page ; it has "W. The last version of the Hamlet poster is signed, by hand,
"J. According to Nicholson, the Beggarstaff pseudonym was chosen after "Pryde and I came across it one day
in an old stable, on a sack of fodder"; Pryde gave a similar, though slightly different, explanation. It also was
probably stencilled on brown paper. It does not survive in any form; Craig described it as "absolutely
splendid". The School for Scandal, poster for W. Kassama Corn Flour, poster for a Glasgow firm, Children
Playing, decorative screen, Chinaman, poster design, Girl Reading, poster design for Macmillan Publishers,
Don Quixote, poster design for Henry Irving, Roundhead, poster design, Coachman, poster design,
Cinderella, poster for the Artistic Supply Company, Queen Victoria, poster design, Girl and Screen, poster
design, Man and Map, poster design, The Quiver, poster design for The Quiver poster competition, Lost,
untraced, appearance unknown. Girl on Horseback, oil painting, Cover design and 10 illustrations for Tony
Drum: A Cockney Boy by Edwin Pugh, The Coach and Horses, painted signboard, or later. The Beggarstaffs
were known for their new technique, collage, using cut pieces of paper moved around on a board leaving a
figure incomplete for the viewer to decipher. This is shown in the poster for Kassama Corn Flour where only
black and yellow is used. They completely ignored the floral trend of art nouveau, which made their work
although an artistic success, a financial disaster. With ten coloured plates by the Beggarstaff Brothers cover
design and five illustrations by William Nicholson, 5 illustrations by James Pryde.
5: Picture Posters/Chapter 8 - Wikisource, the free online library
Maitres de l'Affiche Hamlet poster reproduction by J and W Beggarstaff, Beggarstaff Brothers. Find this Pin and more on
Art - Shakespeare by Karen Voelkel Muzzy. Art - Poster - Advertisement - Entertainment - Hamlet Advertisements and
commercial graphics.

6: The Illustrated Poster
A Trip to China Town â€¢ â€¢ 8 5/8" x 12 3/8" â€¢ Stone-Lithograph â€¢ INV. # â€¢ Original Les Affiches Etrangeres
illustrees. Presented in a 20" x 16" acid free archival museum mat.

7: Holdings : The Beggarstaff posters : | York University Libraries
Beggarstaff Posters (Book), The definitive study of the collaborative work of Pryde and Nicholson, whose revolutionary
work in the s was to have a decisive influence on the art of the poster. 12 color plates; 65 B & W.

8: hogd / The Beggarstaffs Poster Art - Don Quixote
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The Beggarstaff Brothers created simple designs that meant so much more. They used silhouettes to depict people and
objects. Find this Pin and more on POSTER~ Beggarstaff brothers by Dejan Bogdanovic.

9: STYLE: Beggarstaffsâ€¦ Poster Design (s) | we love scrumpy graphics
Beggarstaff The Beggarstaff Posters, by Colin Campbell. Barrie & Jenkins. London, Belle Epoque Belle Epoque Posters
and Graphics by Victor Arwas. Rizzoli.
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